The two questions that: how many edges at least have to be added to the network to ensure the message within the effective bounds, and how large message delay will be increased when faults occur, can re-write this problem as: What the minimum diameter of a connected graph obtained from a graph of diameter after adding extra edges, this problem called "Edge Addition Problem". In this paper we find some exact values to above problem by using some special graphs (Line Graph, Bipartite graph, and complete Bipartite graph).
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Yang (2009) [9] , A. A. Najim (2005) [10] , Y.-Z. Wu (2006) [11] , S. A. AL-Bachary (2009) [12] . S. A. AL-Maliky (2013) [13] . In this paper we will find exact values to for some and by using new teachings. All the authors use the path of graph (with some diameter) to prove the edge addition problem, i.e. the problem became "find a minimum diameter of a connected graph obtained from a graph of diameter after adding extra edges".
Theorem (1):-
Proof:-Let , and ) be simple path of length . The vertices partion in to five segments Let be altereded graph obtain from path plus four extra edges.
Define seven cycles as follows:
It is easy to see that, " is mean, the number is too big of number .
Lemma:-
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Proof:- [12] .
In the same way we prove 2. Then . 
Proof:-
Conclusions
A minimum diameter of a connected graph obtained from a graph of diameter after adding extra edges, this problem called "Edge Addition Problem". We find exact values to problem for some and by using some special graph that is: 1.
2.
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For
and , let and be two graphs such that , , .
Then .
